Abstract. Model personalization is essential for model-based surgical planning and treatment assessment. As alteration in material elasticity is a fundamental cause to various cardiac pathologies, estimation of material properties is important to model personalization. Although the myocardium is heterogeneous, hyperelastic, and orthotropic, existing image-based estimation frameworks treat the tissue as either heterogeneous but linear, or hyperelastic but homogeneous. In view of these, we present a physiology-based framework for estimating regional, hyperelastic, and orthotropic material properties. A cardiac physiological model is adopted to describe the macroscopic cardiac physiology. By using a strainbased objective function which properly reflects the change of material constants, the regional material properties of a hyperelastic and orthotropic constitutive law are estimated using derivative-free optimization. Experiments were performed on synthetic and real data to show the characteristics of the framework.
Introduction
Estimation of subject-specific cardiac deformation has been an active research area for decades as it provides useful information for verifying location and extent of cardiac diseases [1] . Nevertheless, for model-based surgical planning, treatment assessment, and cardiology study, retrieval of subject-specific cardiac physiological parameters is necessary [2] . As alterations in myocardial fiber structure and material elasticity are the more fundamental causes to various cardiac pathologies [3] , estimation of material properties is important for model personalization.
Although many works have studied myocardial material characteristics through biomechanics [3] , estimation of in vivo and subject-specific material properties is better realized through medical images. In [4] , homogeneous, piecewise linear, and transversely isotropic material constants were estimated together with active stresses using tagged magnetic resonance images (MRI). In [5] , a simultaneous motion and material properties estimation framework was developed to estimate heterogeneous, linear, and isotropic material constants from phase contrast and tagged MRI. Although these works show physiologically and clinically interesting results, the use of linear material models may be physiologically implausible as the myocardial tissue is hyperelastic and orthotropic [3, 6] . The estimation of hyperelastic material constants from images was unavailable until recently. In [7, 8] , homogeneous, hyperelastic, and transversely isotropic material properties were estimated. A finite deformation elasticity problem was solved for early diastolic filling to simulate the passive mechanics of the left ventricle, and the estimation was performed by matching the predicted motion of material points derived from tagged MRI. Nevertheless, homogeneous properties are insufficient for model personalization. Furthermore, the interaction with active contraction was not accounted for in [5, 7, 8] , and all frameworks used displacements as measurements.
In view of these issues, we present a physiology-based framework of estimating regional, hyperelastic, and orthotropic material properties from medical images. A cardiac physiological model comprising electric wave propagation and biomechanics is adopted [9] . Using a strain-based objective function which properly reflects the change of material constants, the regional exponential material constants of a hyperelastic and orthotropic constitutive law [6] are estimated through the BOBYQA algorithm for bound constrained optimization [10] . Although a cardiac cycle involves the interactions between active contraction, passive mechanics, and boundary conditions, to simplify the problem, we assume that the fibrous-sheet structure, active contraction, and boundary conditions are given and to be investigated in other papers. Experiments were performed on synthetic and real data to show the characteristics of the framework.
Cardiac Material Properties Estimation

Cardiac Physiological Model
The cardiac physiological model comprises electric wave propagation and biomechanics, which relates active contraction with cardiac deformation through given material properties and boundary conditions. The total-Lagrangian dynamics is utilized [9] :
where M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices respectively. F comprises active forces from electric wave propagation [11] , internal stresses caused by finite deformation, and also the displacement boundary conditions.Ü,U and ∆U are the respective acceleration, velocity and incremental displacement vectors respectively. With (1), the cardiac deformation can be related to the material properties in K.
Strain Energy Function
The material properties in K are characterized by the strain energy function in [6] :
where
with J the determinant of deformation gradient, and κ the penalty factor for tissue incompressibility. ij are the isovolumetric components of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor . a (kPa) and b ij (unitless) are the material constants. The f -s-n coordinate system (a) Heart Representation.
(b) First principal strains at end systole. represents the fibrous-sheet structure. With (2), the stress tensor and elasticity tensor can be derived and embedded into the cardiac electromechanical dynamics. Because of the difficulty in separating a from b ij [6, 8] , only b ij are estimated in this paper.
Strain-Based Derivative-Free Optimization
As realistic cardiac material properties are nonlinear [3] , estimating material constants from deformation is a nonlinear optimization problem. In [11] , the adjoint method was used to estimate the local active contractility from cardiac deformation. In [5] , a simultaneous motion and material properties estimation framework based upon the maximum a posteriori estimation principles was realized through the extended Kalman smoother. These frameworks linearize the objective functions through approximations and assumptions, which may reduce the physiological plausibility and stability of the system dynamics. Furthermore, as each change of the material constants affects the whole cardiac cycle, frame-to-frame updates of material constants in [5] may reduce the physiological plausibility of the estimation. In consequence, the BOBYQA algorithm for derivative-free bound constrained optimization is utilized [10] . With θ the parameters to be estimated, this algorithm approximates the objective function F(θ) as a quadratic function, which is updated iteratively to search for the minimum within the given boundaries. As no linearization is performed, the intact nonlinearity of the model can be preserved. Furthermore, without the tedious derivation of the objective function gradient, more complicated but appropriate functions can be investigated. Our objective function is given as:
with f and r the frames and regions used respectively.¯ ij are the strain measurements from image-based cardiac motion recovery under the local f -s-n basis at region r [9], and ij (θ) are the corresponding strains simulated using (1). This strain-based objective function better reflects the change of b ij as shown in the sensitivity analysis in Section 3.1. g r (•) computes the similarity between the measured and simulated strains in region r, for which the mean-squared-error-based (MSE-based) and the mutual-informationbased (MI-based) metrics were investigated (Section 3.2 and 3.3). The MSE-based metric minimizes the absolute difference, while the MI-based metric minimizes the difference between patterns regardless of the local contrasts. With (4), assuming the active contraction and boundary conditions are given, b ij are estimated simultaneously.
Experiments
Sensitivity Analysis
Strains ij are direct components of strain energy functions (e.g. (3)) comprising spatial derivatives of displacements, thus are more appropriate for material properties estimation. To show the relations between ij and b ij under the local f -s-n basis, a sensitivity analysis was performed. The heart architecture from the University of Auckland was used to provide the anatomical cardiac geometry and tissue structure for the experiments [12] (Fig. 1(a) ). With the parameters obtained from [6] b ss = 7, b nn = 3, b f s = 12, b f n = 3, b sn = 3), cardiac cycles with different parameters were simulated with normal electrical propagation through (1) for the one-at-a-time sensitivity analysis (Fig. 2) [13] . The results show that ij are most sensitive when the corresponding b ij changes, thus strain-based objective function is a proper choice for material properties estimation.
Synthetic Data
Experimental Setup The heart architecture from the University of Auckland was used ( Fig. 1(a) ). The heart was partitioned into regions of LV, RV, and infarct ( Fig. 1(a) ), with parameters shown in Table 1 . A cardiac cycle of 550 ms was simulated using the cardiac physiological model as the ground truth, and the resulted strains were used as the measurements. The MI-based and MSE-based metrics of g r in (4) were tested. In the experiments, a is known, and b ij were initialized as 7 and were estimated simultaneously using the measurements from the whole cardiac cycle. Results Fig. 3 shows the material constants at each iteration during optimization, and Table 1 shows the estimated material constants. Comparing between the MI-based and MSE-based metrics, they have similar numbers of iterations before convergence, but the MI-based metric gives better parameter identification. For both metrics, except b f s , the estimated b ij maintain the correct regional orders. Such orders appeared at the early iterations, and the latter iterations refined the results. The performance of estimating b f s can be inferred from the sensitivity analysis (Fig. 2) , in which the strains are less sensitive to b f s . Fig. 1(b) shows the cardiac deformation at end systole. Although the MSE-based metric has less accurate estimation, the simulation using the corresponding parameters is very close to the ground truth, and is similar to the simulation using the parameters estimated by the MI-based metric (Fig. 4) .
Real Data
Experimental Setup To investigate the behaviors of the proposed framework in reality when the tissue structure, active contraction, and boundary conditions are not ideal, experiments were performed on human data sets from patients with acute myocardial infarction [14] . Because of the page limits, only the results of Case 2 are presented. Case 2 contains a human short-axis MRI sequence of 16 frames (50 ms/frame), 13 slices/frame, 8 mm inter-slice spacing, and in-plane resolution 1.32 mm/pixel ( Fig. 5(a) ). Segmentation was performed to obtain the initial heart geometry, with the fibrous-sheet structure mapped from the Auckland heart architecture using nonrigid registration (Fig. 5(b) ). The expert-identified infarcted region is shown in Fig. 5(b) , and the heart geometry was partitioned into LV, RV, and infarct accordingly. The cardiac deformation was estimated from the MRI sequence using the framework in [9] to provide the strain inputs for the material properties estimation. Active contraction parameters were adopted from the lit- erature [3, 11] but manually calibrated using the recovered cardiac cycle with the initial material constants. a = 0.88 kPa at all regions, and b ij were initialized as 7 and were estimated simultaneously.
Results Fig. 7 shows the material constants at each iteration during optimization, and Table 2 shows the estimated material constants. For the real data, the performances between the MI-based and MSE-based metrics are very different. The MI-based metric did not have proper estimation of parameters, which only slightly fluctuate around the initial value of 7 until convergence. On the other hand, the MSE-based metric performed much better. Except the outlier of b nn at the LV which is probably caused by the unrealistic active contraction and boundary conditions, other parameters evolved in the range similar to those in other researches [7, 8] , and the estimated parameters can partially reflect the properties of the infarcted region. Fig. 6 shows the visual comparisons at end systole. The simulated strain pattern using the parameters from the MI-based metric is very similar to that of the initialization which deviates a lot from the measured strain from the MRI. On the other hand, although the strain simulated using the parameters from the MSE-based metric is only halved of that of the measurements, the strain pattern properly accounts for the infarcted region.
